TIGI WORLD RELEASE SCRIPT
VIDEO RECORDED INSERT FOR LIVE SHOW

STRAEGER VT1 (Evolution Woman – Hair Reborn)
[A Salute to dismiss the guards – They respond and he watches as they
leave - Suddenly a VFX energy glitch]
The form you see before you is nothing more than Mask - a simple personification
of our true face… a face that can never be revealed to the human eyes…
00’18”
[Another VFX energy glitch]
For us, space and time holds no frontiers. ‘Now’ [Gestures] is a single horizon
among many - A wave to ride! An adventure to have!
00’16”
I've seen things you people would never believe.
In the begins of time over 14 billion years ago; we felt the first tachyon particle
emerge from its subatomic slumber… And then...
[A big bang gesture – A smile]
00’20”
If you could only image what it’s like to bathe in the first light of the universe and
drowned in its beauty.... But, you have had your moment. Not as you are now, but
as a raw, primordial and powerful... It’s time to take your Journey of Awakening.
00’24”
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:

01’18”

STRAEGER VT2 (Worship Segment – Session Series)
And as primal screams faded and the Salt Spray hardened on the earths crust,
against the odds you survived and developed… Tribes formed, each creating its
own deity from the depths of its desire.
00’20”
But that wasn’t enough… you were Transforming. Life held too many mysteries
and you wanted answers. So, you looked to us for direction.
00’15”
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:
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00’35”

STRAEGER VT3 (Alpha Male = Bedhead and B4 Men) 40”
But the question was; why did God create man before woman? The answer was
simple… you should always have a rough draft before creating your masterpiece.
00’15”
[VFX glitch where Straeger becomes a women for a second]
When you see us… ’What do you see?’ For we are neither he nor she! (He
laughs)… And you? You have an adaptable side… A desire for beauty, that is
Woman! And for strength, that is Man!
00’18”
[VFX glitch where Straeger becomes a young man for a second]
Man making his Power Play as he storms the landscape of life, secure in the
knowledge that he is Alpha.
00’10”
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:

00’55”

STRAEGER VT4 (Individuality/Entertainment/Fun – Catwalk)
We have seen galaxies died and the c-beams glistening off the rings of Zanus.
But nothing is more compelling than your need for a Fast Fixx. You are
individuals with such unique characteristic and we adore your ability to take a
Firm Hold as you create your very own Masterpiece of life.
You love to have fun! You love to entertain! And through Small Talk and laughter
you are able to Manipulator you life. Let the music play! let me watch as you
perform your games of entertainment.
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:
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00’40”

LIVE NARRATION SCENES
LIVE 1 (Celebration of Colour – Copyright Colour)
So, this is it… This is what it feels like… [Visibly relishes his mortal form made
physical and walks down the stage]
Creative... Complex... a Mix Master of True-light...
Seeing the shades of your life… The tint and tone you touch your world with, we
have to admit, that for simple beings, you are truly the Masters of Enjoyment and
the Activators of visual delights that celebrate colour in all its glory.
And as you look into the fabric of 'All Being' and Lift your heads and hearts
towards the sky, it is then… and only then, that you can truly understand it’s
range, it’s hue, it’s glory – I salute you and give you Copyright Colour.
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:

01’40”

[Fanfare to Colour logo on the screen behind - A spotlight highlights him
again and he strikes the floor a ripple of colour travels from the spot that
was struck, back along the LED floor to reveal the dancers in an interactive
colour extravaganza. Into FINALE.
LIVE 2
The past is your lesson - The present is your gift - the future is your motivation...
Nothing I have ever seen compares to your pursuit of artistry and creative
knowledge.
And as for future... For I have seen this too! I see you depart this moment and
travel to The Vault where you can dance ‘til you drop, Laugh until it hurts and
party like you have never partied before.
But first, it’s time to introduce the wonderful team that tonight has again
demonstrated TIGI's ethos “By Hairdressers For Hairdressers”
TOTAL ESTIMATED DIALOGUE TIME:
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00’35 - 00’40”

